ABSTRACT. Higher homotopy of graphs has been defined in several articles. However, the existence of a long exact sequence associated to a pair (G, A) has not been touched at. We treat it here. Applied to the discrete spheres, this lead to interesting open questions.
Introduction
Homotopy groups of graphs have been defined in Benayat and Kadri (1997) and Babson et al. (2006) . One of the main property of any consistent homotopy theory is the existence of a long exact sequence associated to any based pair   0 , , G H v of graphs. In this paper, we define a relative homotopy theory and prove such a sequence exists. We give some immediate applications and formulate two important open questions related to the homotopy of the discrete spheres.
Definitions and notations
As usual, an undirected graph is a pair G = (V, E) where V = V(G) and E = E(G) are, respectively, the sets of vertices and edges of G. We consider only simple (i.e. without multiple edges) and connected graphs. The neighborhood (or the neighbors) of
. We use the same letter N for all graphs; this will cause no confusion. We will adopt the convention that any vertex is a neighbor of itself:
Recall that a graph can be defined by giving the neighbors of its vertices. We write N*(G) (or just N*) for all the neighborhoods of the graph G A pair (G,A) of graphs is just a graph G and a subgraph A.
G a 
Graphs and morphisms define a category G. A morphism of pairs of 
The graph structure on
The infinite path (graph) is □ with the
We will also consider the subgraphs and, if p < q,
will be written I m .
The graphs □, □ and I m are based by 0. A sequence in G is a morphism
. As in topology, we have the following result. Proposition 1. The application
Proof. The necessary part is obvious. We prove the converse by contradiction. Assuming f is not a morphism, then there exists 
This sequence is convergent since
Without restricting the generality, we can and will assume that a convergent sequence :
for some ; m we call it a path of length m in G and write it
Moreover, by trivial continuation, we may assume that any finite number of paths
The Cartesian product of graphs G and G' is written G x G' and defined by the neighborhoods:
and , or and are two n-spheroids, they are homotopic, written
Higher homotopy of graphs

If
Homotopy is an equivalence relation on  .
The following results have been proved in Benayat and Kadri (1997) and Babson et al. (2006) . Proposition 2. 1) We have the isomorphism: Proof. The associativity of the law is easy but lengthy; we omit it. The class of the constant spheroid at 0 x is clearly the identity element. Let us show that every class has an inverse. We assume
Let us show that it is nullhomotopic. So let us consider
defined by: Points of the empty space are sent to x 0 . This has been possible only because of the extra degree of freedom allowing rotation around the axis 0 : 
